CALL FOR PROPOSALS

2021 IEEE International Workshop on Machine Learning for Signal Processing (MLSP)

IEEE Signal Processing Society’s Machine Learning for Signal Processing Technical Committee (MLSP TC) is soliciting proposals from researchers interested in organizing the 2021 MLSP Workshop. The deadline for submission of proposals is July 15, 2019. The MLSP Workshop is a four-day event, and usually includes tutorials.

The proposals will be reviewed by MLSP TC and proposal finalists will be invited to present at MLSP 2019 be held from Oct 13-16 in Pittsburgh, PA, USA.

Proposing teams are asked to create a proposal that follows the following outline:

1. Location and Venue - Give an idea on the venue size and facilities

2. Conference Dates - Ensure they do not conflict with major holidays, or other SPS conferences and workshops. Typically the workshop is held during the period of mid September to mid October.

3. Organizing Committee Members- Build the organizing committee considering the following representation: active SPS members; diversity including geographical, industry and academia, age, and gender; conference and/or workshop experience; Management experience

4. Professional Conference Organizer (PCO) - Include brief summary about PCO and services they will provide

5. Technical Program – consider the overall structure and conference model; innovative initiatives; Student and Young Professional initiatives; and Industry-related initiatives

6. Hotels

7. Travel and Transportation

8. Any other relevant information

Please submit your proposal to the MLSP TC Chair, Bhaskar Rao, at brao@ucsd.edu, by July 15, 2019 for consideration.